We have derived the invariants of cosmological models with GurzadyanXue dark energy, along with the solutions for any time dependent light speed and gravitational constant. The correspondence of the invariants with the separatrices found earlier for the GX-models in [4] is shown, and hence the basis of then detected hidden symmetry is now revealed. Solutions are derived both for radiation and matter models, as well as with both components. GX-invariants act as efficient tools describing the models and the phases of the cosmological expansion.
The formula for dark energy derived by Gurzadyan and Xue predicts the observed SN value without any free parameters [1] . That formula written for the cosmological constant is
where c(t) is the time dependent speed of light, a(t) a scale factor (length scale of current Universe). The GX-vacuum energy density related to Λ reads
where G(t) is time dependent gravitational constant. In General Relativity all the quantities in eq.(1) and eq.(2) are constants, except for the scale factor, which is a function of cosmic time. Adopting Gurzadyan-Xue (GX) scaling eq.(1), one has to consider the possibility of varying physical constants 1 .
Cosmological models based on this idea are considered in [3] . Then, in [4] it was shown that the solutions of those models have interesting behavior, in particular the presence of a separatrix in the phase space of solutions was shown. That separatrix divides the solutions into two classes: Friedmannianlike, i.e. with initial singularity and non-Friedmannian solutions which begin with nonzero scale factor and vanishing matter density. Each class of solutions is characterized by a single quantity, the density parameter which is defined in the same way as in the standard cosmological model
where µ is matter density, H is the Hubble constant, and index "0" refers to the values today. It was shown that the separatrix in all models is given by the density parameter Ω m ≈ 2/3 (for k=0, i.e. non-curved Universe), which indicated existence of some hidden simmetries between the models, although cosmological equations look very different. In this paper we discover the basis of that hidden symmetry. Namely, we have derived the invariants, which, as is well known, has to posses the physical system with a symmetry. The invariants are found for radiation dominated, matter dominated cases, as well as for components. Solutions for Gurzadyan-Xue cosmological models.Matter dominated Universe. For mass density and scale factor we have two equations [5, 6] 
Here µ is matter mass density, k = ±1, 0 is the spatial curvature. For p = 0 equation of state for matter, we havė
For matter mass density with GX-dark energy we have a solution
Substituting it into eq.(5) and reminding that H =ȧ(t)/a(t), we havė
In this representation, one can see that we have three type of models, i.e. with b m > 0, b m < 0 and b m = 0. First, consider the case when b m > 0. We get for the scale factor the following equation
To solve the eq.(8) one must define the dependence c(t), the speed of light as funcion of time.
Considering then the case b = 0, we get for the matter density
and for the scale factor
If we insert eq.(10) into (refI.1), we have
For the class of solutions with b = 0 we have for Ω m defined as
and for the current Hubble constant H 0 and
If we substitude eqs.(13,6) into eq.(12), we have
It's easy to see that for flat, k = 0, model the last eq. (14) becomes
i.e. the separatirix first discovered in [4] . However, we now see the reason of the hidden invariance discussed there. Finally, for the case b m < 0, we have
Radiation dominated Universe. For the equation of state, 3p/c 2 = µ, we haveμ
For radiation mass density µ r with GX-dark energy we obtain
and from eq.(17) we havė
Consider again the three type of solutions, i.e. for b r > 0, b r < 0, b r = 0, respectively. At b r > 0 we have
And at b r < 0:
At b r = 0 case, we get
For the scale factor of the latter group of models we have an equation
and for cosmological constant
The separatrix value of Ω r then is
For flat models (k = 0) we have
Gurzadyan-Xue invariants. Consider now for the mass density µ(if the speed of light and gravitational constant vary) in the equatioṅ
the form µ(t) = µ r (t) + µ m (t), where µ r (t) and µ m (t) are defined as
µ r (t) and µ m (t) are radiation and matter mass densities, respectively. For any smooth time-dependent function f (t) we have
If we take p = 0 for the matter and 3p/c 2 = µ r for the radiation, after sustituding eq.(28) into eq.(27) in view of eq.(29), we havé
After tedious derivations we obtain
in view of
Finally, we obtain the GX-invariant as
If we demand µ to be maximal, i.e. ∂µ ∂α = 0,
we have
The first equation in eqs.(35) can be rewritten as
Note, that α = 1 corresponds to the matter dominated Universe, and α = 0 to the radiation dominated one. The dependence of the matter dominated GX-invariant
is shown in Fig.1 (|b m | vs µ 0 ). 
and is currently negative, too. However, there is a crucial difference with the matter dominated case: for radiation the solutions could be regularizated for a < |b r |, while for matter dominated case it is not allowed. This indicates that GX-invariants not only explain the symmetries in the GX-models, but can act as general tools to define the phases of the expansion of the Universe.
